UBMC AGM Minutes
The following set of minutes has been deciphered from a set of notes which by the end of the
evening, looked more like a set of Egyptian Hieroglyphics. I have done my utmost to
preserve the exact order and happenings of the evening, however in the unlikely case that
anything of significant importance has been omitted from the notes, feel free to contact me
and additions will be made.
Dave made a speech in a pirate costume. There were a number of awards received by
members. Mr Riccy Scaduto received a set of ear plugs, in order to protect his and other’s
ears from the rather audible nature of his vomiting sounds. Super-beard man received two tshirts to replace the two that he had spontaneously ripped off whilst climbing. Jim and the
most noble Arthur received an award for "best double act", although incidentally, Jim was not
present at the occasion. James received the award for “biggest ghost”. Gemma received the
award for “biggest teacher’s pet”- for sending a total of two emails to Dave. Dave received so
a high-visibility outfit, to reduce hazard on the road.
Mr.Riccy Scaduto’s updated constitution was voted through by all members. I am not sure if
anyone actually read the revised document, oh well. The wrong and honourable gentleman
also proposed a new committee position of: “Social Media Secretary”. “Back in my day
social media did not exist” – Pete. It was decided that this idea was total bollocks, since
social media falls well within the domain of the two Social Secretaries. However, the club
agreed that the position of “Competition Secretary” should be a permanent position in the
club, in order to represent the few that enjoy pulling solely on plastic. This will be written
into the constitution. At this point, the most mysterious James passed a motion that all present
company should adjourn for a drinks break, and so we did.
Tabitha talked about what she would bring to the club as a president, including more of a
genda balance to the club, and making sure trips do not frequently get cancelled, and she also
likes Trad. Tabitha is unanimously voted in as the president of the club.
Alasdair and George were the two candidates for General Secretary. In a savage attack
against dyslexics, ex-president Catherine Johns questioned the “coherence” of George and
asked how it would affect George’s ability to write the minutes for the committee. These
questions were extremely dyslexist, and the club has zero tolerance for this discriminatory
behaviour. George is elected to be the General Secretary.
James told us in great depth about his experience of working in a triathlon shop, and no one
really gave a shit. In the ultimate quest of one-upmanship Charles told us in equal depth
about his experience of working in a bakery, and once again no one really gave a shit.
However, it was James in the end, who was elected to become Treasurer.
Alex, Will and Alasdair were the prospective candidates for Vice President. Questions were
asked about Alex’s relationship with the newly elected president. When asked “How solid the
relationship was”, President Tabitha informed us that the relationship was “Pretty fucking
solid”. One was left to wonder what the solid constituent part of the relationship was. Superbeard-man highlighted the fact that the “Alumni Dinner” sounded exclusive to alumni
members of the club, when actually it was open to current members as well. This has been
noted as a very good point, and the name shall be revised accordingly by the new committee.
Anyways… Alex was elected to become the vice president.

The campaign to become Gear secretary was a long and hard fought between a wealth of
candidates. Candidates were asked by Chris Davies “If they had good links with Dick’s?”.
Sam also told us all how he had a great appreciation of gear, as he had actually taken a fall on
gear! Super-beard-man had a pretty sexy beard, and as far as we know is not currently on the
sex offenders register, and so he was deemed a suitable candidate for the position. Will and
Alasdair are elected to be the Gear secretaries of the club.
There were many candidates for the position of social secretary, whom I cannot remember.
The most noble Arthur highlighted the fact that there was a distinct lack of Alcohol
consumption within the club, which is true. Chris Davies wanted to introduce the notion of
“Seshwanis” to the club. Should there be a “Seshwani” secretary? Gemma and Arthur are
elected as the new Social Secretaries.
Sam and Jim were the two candidates for Training Secretary. Sam told us that he has a
limited interest in doing the role, as such Jim was elected to be the training secretary.
Charlotte and Luke were the prospective candidates for competition secretary. Luke doesn’t
even like competitions and “Just likes mountains”, on the other hand, Charlotte does like
competitions. Charlotte is elected to be the competition secretary.
Pete informed the club that the role of PHD secretary is defunct, therefore no vote is held for
the position.
In a similar fashion to President Boris Yeltsin standing on a tank, the most noble Arthur stood
on the table of the SU and ushered the troops onwards towards the Lounge of Lizards. In the
darkest depths of the Lizard Lounge, James found himself victim to a ruthless attack by
having a drink thrown at him by an unknown assailant. We will find the perpetrator, and
justice will be served. Meanwhile, the dance moves of the UBMC went unparalleled by the
non-climbing mere mortals. Then Chris took his top off…

